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Research Background



Research Questions

• The single most useful way to improve the accuracy of a machine translation system

is to limit lexical ambiguity. (Baker, et al. 1994)

• To what extent, is it true?



Research Procedure

 Select a technical document

 Pre-process the technical document, using CLs (limit the lexical or grammatical 

ambiguity)

 Machine translation of the controlled documents

 Compare the accuracy of the machine translations of the lexically controlled text and 

the grammatically controlled one



Research Procedure (a visualized model)



https://manualzz.com



How to control vocabulary or 

grammar?



How to control vocabulary or 
grammar?



Term extraction

 Technical phrases;

 Technical words;

 Technical symbols.

(Nyberg et  al. ,  2003)



Encode meanings for each term

 Limit meaning per word-part-of-speech pair;

 Encode meanings using synonyms;

 Encode truly ambiguous terms for interactive disambiguation.

(Nyberg et  al. ,  2003)



Other constraints of vocabulary

 Orthography

 Functional words

 Modal verbs

 Participal forms

(Nyberg et  al.,  2003)



How to control vocabulary or 

grammar?



Phrase-level constraints

 Verb particles

 Coordination of verb phrases

 Conjoined prepositional phrases

 Using the determiner in noun phrases

 Nominal compounding

 Quantifiers

(Nyberg et  al.,  2003)



Sentence-level constraints

 Coordinate conjunction of sentences;

 Clauses introduced by subordinate conjunctions;

 Adjoined elliptical modifiers;

 Relative clauses;

 Wh-questions;

 Punctuation.

(Nyberg et  al.,  2003)



02

ST: Unscrew and remove the 

height adjustment ring.

AT: Unscrew the height 

adjustment ring and remove the 

height adjustment ring.

Grammatically controlled 
sentences

01

ST: To make / stop the fan head 
oscillate, push down / pull up the 
oscillating. 

AT: To make or stop the fan head 
oscillate, push down or pull up the 
oscillating.

Lexically controlled Sentences



Methodology

 Machine Translation: Google translate 

 Automatic Evaluation Metrics : Bleu, TER, and METEOR

 Human Evaluation : 1) 6 participants with translation experience; 2) 

data analysis with R language;  3) Adequacy Scale Task (ACT) (LDC, 

2005)



Results: Automatic evaluation

Performance of the Lexically Controlled Text

Metrics Score

BLEU 0.5674

TER 0.2673

METEOR 0.6982

Performance of the Grammatically Controlled Text

Metrics Score

BLEU 0.5717

TER 0.3355

METEOR 0.7082



Results: Human evaluation



Results: Human evaluation



Results: Human evaluation

变量名 样本量 最大值 最小值 平均值 标准差 中位数 方差 峰度 偏度
Variable 
name

Sample 
size

maximum minimum average 
value

standard 
deviation

median variance Kurtosis 
(or peak)

bias

Q6|1 6 5 3 3.833 0.753 4 0.567 -0.104 0.313

Q8|1 6 4 3 3.667 0.516 4 0.267 -1.875 -0.968

平均值

average 
value

3.833

3.667



Conclusions

 The BLEU and METEOR for the MT output of grammatically controlled text 

are slightly higher than that of the lexically controlled one;

 However, the TER for the MT output of grammatically controlled text is 

slightly higher than that of the lexically controlled one;

 Based on the human evaluation, there is not enough evidence to prove that 

controlling the vocabulary is the most effective way to improve the accuracy 

of machine translation.



Limitations

 The sample size is limited. 

 Besides NMT (Google Translate), many other machine translation systems 

should be included, like SMT and PBMT.

 Questionnaires are not enough to get complete feedback from human 

evaluators. Interviews should be included in the following research.

 The Controlled Language rules used are far from satisfactory. A customized 

CL rule set should be created for a specific text type. 
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